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 History The original Tapout earned itself a spot in some respectable rankings (most notably at number 7 on the Top 10 list of best MMA fights of all time) as a fight that demonstrated just how destructive a great MMA fight can be. The fight pits former UFC Middleweight Champion Jake “The Maracuyan” Shields against then-Light Heavyweight Champion Rich “The Model” Franklin in a bout of
immense, explosive violence. Both men chose to sacrifice their careers to fight for a title. For his part, Shields lost, and it is against Franklin that The Dysfunctional Parrot is inspired to write this article. A great deal has changed in the years since Tapout. Jake Shields now fights in the UFC and Rich Franklin has signed with World Series of Fighting. Jake, however, is set to defend his belt at UFC on
Fox 7 against Vitor Belfort, and there are rumors that The Model will meet former UFC Light Heavyweight Champion Lyoto Machida at the next WSOF event. The bottom line is that while both men remain relevant and could still meet each other in a legitimate title bout, they have chosen to go their separate ways. That being said, their fight was perhaps the best in UFC history. The fact that neither

man is willing to return the favor and fight each other only raises the possibility that in an appropriate venue, they may give us the best fight in MMA history. Jake Shields: Heavy Hands – Mr. Shields is without question one of the most punishing strikers in the MMA game. He is a master of the spinning back kick and the thunderous high kick, and he does all of these things with devastating effect.
When you watch Jake’s fights, it is clear that his specialty isn’t striking, but absorbing punishment. Jake can work his way through strikes and counter them with his exceptional guard. The beauty of this is that Shields can turn a strike into a counter strike. While he doesn’t “quit” on strikes, it’s fair to say that Jake Shields is one of the best at absorbing punishment in MMA. Rich Franklin: Flexibility –

While Shields is known for his spinning back kicks and high kicks, that’s not the only way he inflicts pain. He does so using an elite clinch game, a Muay Thai arsenal of kicks and knees, and the ability to feint like a boss. Because of this, it is easy to assume that Franklin 520fdb1ae7
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